Choose GOBI® for Health Sciences E-Books and Print Books

Develop your health science collection with the global leader in scholarly library workflow solutions. Whether you serve clinicians, nurses or medical students, GOBI Library Solutions has the content and workflow solutions to help your library deliver the books your patrons want in the format they need.

Five Reasons to Choose GOBI

1. E-books and print books covering health sciences, medical, clinical, nursing and allied health topics, including Doody’s Core Titles
2. Books from dozens of top STM publishers
3. User access to e-books within minutes on select publisher and aggregator platforms
4. Choice of e-book suppliers and multiple purchase options
5. Enhanced cataloging records with full National Library of Medicine (NLM) classifications and appropriate Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

Save time finding recommended print books and e-books

Spotlight Lists in GOBI are curated selection lists that feature librarian-recommended e-books and print books. Subscribe, browse what’s new, acquire whole lists or select which titles you want.

Spotlight List categories include:

- Doody’s Core Titles
- *American Journal of Nursing Book of the Year Award*
- Health Science Topics
- Health Disparity
- Health Informatics
- Pharmaceuticals
- Psychiatry
- Primary Care
- Geriatrics
- Therapy Rehabilitation

Get E-Books in Minutes on the R2 Digital Library

Designed specifically for health sciences libraries, the R2 Digital Library provides users with thousands of top health sciences e-books from the leading health sciences publishers and associations. Once purchased through GOBI, e-books on the R2 Digital Library platform are delivered and accessible to users within minutes.
Medicine, Health Sciences and Nursing Publishers Available in GOBI

- American Dental Association
- American Medical Association
- American Nurses Association
- American Psychological Association
- American Pharmacist Association
- American Society for Microbiology
- Cambridge University Press
- CRC Press
- Delmar
- Demos
- Elsevier
- F.A. Davis
- Guilford Press
- Health Administration Press
- Human Kinetics
- Humana Press
- Informa Healthcare
- John Wiley
- Jones & Bartlett
- Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
- McGraw-Hill
- Oxford University Press
- Plural
- Sigma Theta Tau International
- Slack, Inc.
- Springer (Springer Nature)
- Springer Publishing
- Thieme
- Wiley-Blackwell
- Wolters Kluwer
- And more...

1. Find

More than 17 million e-books and print books in one place. Choose the titles you want from librarian curated Spotlight Lists, personalized notification lists or simple searches.

2. Order

One single source for ordering and invoicing all of your books. Choose from multiple platforms and purchasing options for e-book orders. Never buy the same book twice with GOBI’s duplication control.

3. Manage

Streamline circulation with custom cataloging and processing services. Receive enhanced cataloging records with full National Library of Medicine (NLM) classifications and appropriate Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).